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Abstract
In this paper, we conduct a thorough investiga-
tion into the reasoning capabilities of Large
Language Models (LLMs), focusing specif-
ically on the Open Pretrained Transformers
(OPT) models as a representative of such mod-
els. Our study entails finetuning three differ-
ent sizes of OPT on a carefully curated rea-
soning corpus, resulting in two sets of fine-
tuned models: OPT-R, finetuned without ex-
planations, and OPT-RE, finetuned with expla-
nations. We then evaluate all models on 57
out-of-domain tasks drawn from the SUPER-
NATURALINSTRUCTIONS benchmark, cover-
ing 26 distinct reasoning skills, utilizing three
prompting techniques. Through a comprehen-
sive grid of 27 configurations and 6,156 test
evaluations, we investigate the dimensions of
finetuning, prompting, and scale to understand
the role of explanations on different reasoning
skills. Our findings reveal that having expla-
nations in the fewshot exemplar has no signifi-
cant impact on the model’s performance when
the model is finetuned, while positively affect-
ing the non-finetuned counterpart. Moreover,
we observe a slight yet consistent increase in
classification accuracy as we incorporate ex-
planations during prompting and finetuning, re-
spectively. Finally, we offer insights on which
skills benefit the most from incorporating ex-
planations during finetuning and prompting,
such as Numerical (+20.4%) and Analogical
(+13.9%) reasoning, as well as skills that ex-
hibit negligible or negative effects.

1 Introduction

Recently, there has been a surge in the release of
Large Language Models (LLMs) by both indus-
trial and academic institutions. These models vary
from open-source releases such as OPT (Zhang
et al., 2022) and LLAMA (Touvron et al., 2023) to
closed-source ones like GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020)
and PALM (Chowdhery et al., 2022). In addition,
researchers have developed models that are fine-
tuned on top of these foundational models to better
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Figure 1: Three-Dimensional Grid of Fine-Tuning,
Prompting, and Scale. Each dimension is represented
as an axis, with three levels for each of finetuning,
prompting, and scale plotted on each axis. The resulting
grid consists of 27 different combinations evaluated on
various reasoning tasks. It should be noted that there is
a hidden dimension, the scoring function, comprising
four components. This results in a comprehensive total
of 6,156 evaluations.

follow instructions, such as OPT-IML (Iyer et al.,
2022) and Alpaca (Taori et al., 2023). Despite
the remarkable progress in LLMs’ performance
in Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks, rea-
soning remains a challenging area. For example,
prior work have shown that LLMs struggle with
commonsense reasoning (West et al., 2022) and
arithmetic reasoning (Hendrycks et al., 2021) to
name a few.

Recent efforts have attempted to improve the
reasoning performance of LLMs by decomposing
answers into step-by-step reasoning chains using in-
context learning (Wei et al., 2022b; Kojima et al.,
2022) or during finetuning (Chung et al., 2022;
Wei et al., 2021a). While these approaches have
shown some improvement on benchmarks such as
GSM8K (Cobbe et al., 2021), it is not clear how
those explanations affect finetuning, prompting, or
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{Task Definition} 

Provide your answer followed by a brief reasoning.

{In-Context Examples}

Input: {input}

Options: {options}

Output: The answer is {answer} because {explanation}

Figure 2: Template used during both training and infer-
ence. The model is tasked with predicting the answer
followed by the explanation.

their combination. Concurrent work has investi-
gated the generalization capability of such models
to reasoning skills beyond those encountered dur-
ing finetuning (Yu et al., 2022), but a comprehen-
sive evaluation of the role of explanation during
finetuning and prompting with respect to reasoning
skills is still lacking.

In this paper, we aim to address this gap. We in-
vestigate OPT (Zhang et al., 2022) as a representa-
tive of such models and utilize it as our base model.
Through finetuning OPT on a collection of care-
fully curated open-source reasoning datasets that
come with explanations for each instance, we eval-
uate its performance on 57 tasks drawn from the
SUPER-NATURALINSTRUCTIONS benchmark (Wang
et al., 2022), covering 26 different reasoning skills.
Our experiments are structured around three key
dimensions: finetuning, prompting, and scale, each
of which is comprised of three distinct components
(See Figure 1). Finetuning: (1) a (vanilla) un-
finetuned OPT model; (2) A finetuned OPT model
without explanations (OPT-R); and, (3) A finetuned
OPT model with explanations (OPT-RE). Prompt-
ing: (1) zero-shot prompting; (2) Fewshot prompt-
ing without explanations; and, (3) Fewshot prompt-
ing with explanations. Finally, Scale: (1) 1.3B; (2)
6.7B; and, (3) 13B. Accordingly, we create grid
of 27 different components, providing a detailed
analysis measuring the impact of explanations dur-
ing finetuning and inference across different model
scales.

Our findings reveals that finetuning on reason-
ing datasets leads to statistically significant im-
provements in seven reasoning skills, including
Numerical, Analogical and Reasoning on Objects,
with Physical, Counting and Textual Entailment
showing a significant effect only for the OPT-RE
model, across both fewshot prompting conditions

and model sizes, as compared to the vanilla OPT
model (see Table 2). However, we also find that
this approach significantly hinders the performance
of three other reasoning skills (see Table 3). We
also investigate the impact of incorporating expla-
nations during fewshot prompting and find that it
does not have a significant impact on the perfor-
mance of the finetuned models, as measured by the
variance in the difference between both prompting
methods across reasoning skills for each model.
However, we notice that it has a more noticeable ef-
fect on the performance of the vanilla OPT model,
as shown in Table 5. Additionally, we observe
a consistent increase in the average performance
across all tasks from Fewshot to Fewshot-E, as well
as from OPT to OPT-R to OPT-RE models, indi-
cating that explanations do have a small effect on
performance during both finetuning and prompting.
Finally, Table 4 presents a summary of the results,
indicating which reasoning skills demonstrate im-
provement due to the incorporation of explanations
during either finetuning or prompting, which skills
show a negative effect, and which skills have negli-
gible effects regarding explanations.

2 OPT-R: Finetuning on Reasoning Skills

2.1 Reasoning Datasets with Explanations

Figure 3: Number of samples in each dataset of the
training corpus. Y-axis in log scale.

The finetuning corpus utilized to refine OPT is
composed of various reasoning datasets, each of
which includes a corresponding explanation or ra-
tionale for the answer. These rationales may con-
sist of a sequence of smaller steps (i.e. chain-of-
thought) or a free-form text that elucidates the rea-
soning behind the answer. As shown in Figure 2,
we employ a uniform template for all tasks during
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the training process. The input to the model begins
with a task definition, followed by an instruction to
provide an answer followed by a brief reasoning.
Next, we extract two random in-context examples
uniformly from the training set that remain con-
stant throughout training for each instance. The
input for the current training instance is then pre-
sented in a format specific to each task. The options
for the answer are then included in the input, but
not in the in-context examples (see Appendix A
for further details on task-specific definitions and
options). The options are pre-shuffled for each
training instance. The model is finally provided
with the answer prefix, "Output: The answer
is", and is tasked to predict the answer, followed
by an explanation if OPT-RE is being finetuned.
Similarly, the in-context examples only comprise
an explanation when training OPT-RE.

Below is a brief description of each dataset used
during finetuning. See Figure 3 for the relative size
of each dataset.

AQUA-RAT The Algebra Question Answering
with Rationales dataset (Ling et al., 2017) render-
ing the task of solving algebraic word problems
more feasible by dividing the problem into a series
of smaller steps. They create a 100k-sample dataset
that contains questions, answers and rationales in
natural language and human-readable mathemati-
cal expressions that can be used to derive the final
answer.

CoQA The Conversational Question Answering
dataset Reddy et al. (2019). It consists of 127k
questions and answers, compiled from 8k conversa-
tions about passages from seven different domains.
Given a passage that contains a conversation, the
model is tasked with answering a question by high-
lighting the corresponding evidence from the pas-
sage.

CoS-E The Common Sense Explanations dataset
Rajani et al. (2019) to induce language models with
commonsense reasoning. In this dataset, the model
is given a question and a set of choices and is tasked
with selecting one of the provided choices along
with providing an explanation in natural language
as to why that choice is correct.

ECQA The Explanations for Commonsense
Question Answering dataset Aggarwal et al. (2021).
It is similar to CoS-E since it requires the model to
choose one of the provided options to answer the

given question, and also provide an explanation.

ESNLI The Stanford Natural Language Infer-
ence dataset with Explanations Camburu et al.
(2018) to train models to provide interpretable and
robust explanations for their decisions. The authors
extend the SNLI dataset (Bowman et al., 2015) with
human-annotated explanations. Similar to any NLI
task, the model is given a premise and hypothesis
and the task is to determine whether the hypothe-
sis sentence entails, contradicts, or is neutral with
respect to the given premise.

GSM8K The Grade School Math dataset Cobbe
et al. (2021) to train models to better perform multi-
step mathematical reasoning. It consists of 8.5k
linguistically diverse grade school math word prob-
lems. Therefore, the task for the model is to answer
the question by performing a series of arithmetic
operations to obtain a final answer, while explain-
ing it’s reasoning steps.

ProofWriter The ProofWriter dataset Tafjord
et al. (2021) to generate both the implications of
a theory from the RuleTaker dataset (Clark et al.,
2020) and the natural language proofs that support
them. Specifically, given a sequence of facts and
rules, the model is tasked with answering a ques-
tion using “Yes”, “No”, or “Unknown” and provide
the reasoning path by referring to the provided facts
and rules. We consider the open-world assumption
subset of RuleTaker with questions that requires
reasoning up to a depth of 5.

StrategyQA The Strategy Question Answering
dataset Geva et al. (2021) to improve multi-hop rea-
soning for questions where the required reasoning
steps are implicit in the question. Therefore, the
task of the model is to answer the question using
“Yes” or “No” then provide a strategy that explains
the answer by decomposing it into a number of
steps.

2.2 Finetuning Procedures

OPT The Open Pretrained Transformers (OPT)
models are a suite of decoder-only pre-trained trans-
formers ranging from 125M to 175B parameters
released by Zhang et al. (2022). In this work, we
use three OPT models with sizes of 1.3B, 6.7B
and 13B. The details of each model architecture,
pre-training corpus and training configuration (e.g.
weight initialization, optimizer, tokenizer, hyperpa-
rameters, etc.) can be found in Zhang et al. (2022).
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Reasoning Skill Task IDs

Abductive Reasoning task854
Analogical Reasoning task1287, task1288
Argument Reasoning task514
Causal Reasoning task1393
Commonsense Reasoning task279, task156, task295
Commonsense Reasoning → Numerical Commonsense ... task1403
Commonsense Reasoning → Physical Reasoning task084
Commonsense Reasoning → Social Situations task580, task937, task1606
Commonsense Reasoning → Spatial Reasoning task082, task083
Deductive Reasoning task221, task1568, task220
Ethics task667, task724, task723
Grammatical Reasoning task1712, task052, task1559
Logical Reasoning task717, task211, task268
Logical Reasoning → Reasoning with Symbols task923, task935
Mathematics → Counting task523, task155
Multihop Reasoning task1297, task056
Numerical Reasoning task621, task1333
Reasoning on Objects task1583, task1584
Reasoning on Social Interactions task609, task881, task875
Reasoning on Strings task1189
Relational Reasoning task1380, task472, task1505
Scientific Reasoning task1431, task228, task714
Temporal Reasoning task018, task1549, task383
Textual Entailment task738, task890, task463
Textual Entailment → Analogical Reasoning task1347
Textual Entailment → Deductive Reasoning task1612, task534, task1366

Table 1: Evaluation tasks from SUP-NATINST (Wang et al., 2022) used for each reasoning skill.

Implementation Details To finetune the selected
models, we utilized the metaseq1 implementation
since it enables higher training efficiency compared
to other codebases (Zhang et al., 2022). Each
model is finetuned twice for 10 epochs, once with
explanations and once without (i.e. OPT-RE vs
OPT-R, respectively). Models are evaluated at
the end of each epoch on a chosen set of SUPER-
NATURALINSTRUCTIONS validation tasks, and the
checkpoint with the best performance is selected
for evaluation on the testing tasks. The loss is
calculated only on the tokens the model is tasked
to predict during inference, and not the full input,
what is referred to as label-loss in (Iyer et al., 2022).
The samples across all datasets are shuffled during
training. Further, the model is provided with two
in-context examples during finetuning in addition
to the task definition to match inference time fol-
lowing (Wang et al., 2022).

1https://github.com/facebookresearch/metaseq

3 Evaluating the Models

3.1 SUPER-NATURALINSTRUCTIONS Tasks

In this study, we focus on a subset of the SUPER-
NATURALINSTRUCTIONS benchmark version 2.62

(SUP-NATINST for short) proposed by Wang et al.
(2022), which comprises 1,616 varied NLP tasks
and includes meta-labels for each task, such as
task type, domain and more importantly for this
work: the underlying reasoning skills. Specifically,
we select a subset of tasks that satisfy two key
criteria: (i) the task focuses on a single reasoning
skill, enabling us to evaluate a specific atomic skill,
and (ii) the task can be tested using classification
mode, as detailed in Section 3.2. Note that there is
no data contamination between finetuning data and
the evaluation benchmark.

2We downloaded the data from https://github.com/
allenai/natural-instructions/tree/v2.6.
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Figure 4: Results achieved across all tasks as a function of the three primary dimensions analyzed in this study:
Finetuning, Prompting and Scale.

Benchmark Splits Following the task selection
process, we apply a random sampling technique to
ensure diversity within the testing set. Specifically,
we select a maximum of three tasks from each rea-
soning skill, and allocate any remaining tasks to
the validation set. Notably, this approach enables
us to obtain a representative sample of the selected
reasoning skills for testing, while also ensuring
that our model’s performance is not influenced by
a particular subset of tasks. Table 1 shows the com-
plete list of tasks used for evaluating our finetuned
models for each reasoning skill.

3.2 Evaluation Setup

Earlier, we mentioned that we selected 57 tasks
spanning 26 reasoning skills from SUP-NATINST to
evaluate our finetuned models. To meet our criteria,
as detailed in Section 3.1, each task had to fulfill
two conditions. The second condition required
that the task can be considered a classification task.
That means there is a discrete set of candidates
(one of which is correct) and thereby treating it as
a classification problem where the highest-scoring
candidate is considered the answer. To ensure this,
we utilized a straightforward heuristic: we only
sampled tasks that had no more than 10 possible
candidate answers.

Classification Method To determine the correct
answer, we conduct a forward pass for each poten-
tial candidate answer and utilize a scoring function
to measure the likelihood that the candidate tokens
follows the input, similar to Brown et al. (2020).
This process is repeated four times using distinct
scoring functions, as detailed in the subsequent

paragraph. The highest accuracy score from the
four scoring functions is considered as result of the
task.

Scoring Functions This is considered the fourth
dimension of this work since we evaluate each task
using four different scoring functions and take the
maximum accuracy as the result. The four scoring
functions used are as follows: (1) mean, which
involves computing the average of the log probabil-
ities of candidate tokens, also referred to as token
score. (2) unconditional-norm, which computes
the difference between the sum of token scores of
the candidate when unconditioned by any previous
tokens and the sum of candidate token scores when
conditioned by previous input. (3) suffix, which
computes the sum of the conditioned candidate’s to-
ken scores alone. Finally, (4) sum, which involves
calculating the sum of all the token scores passed
to the model. The reason we employed different
functions is that we observed significant gains in
performance when using one scoring function over
the other for specific tasks. Therefore, in order
to ensure fairness across all tasks, we selected the
highest accuracy over all scoring functions for each
task.

4 Results & Findings

In this section, we present the results and findings
of our experiments. First, we illustrate in Figure
4 the outcome of our evaluation on the effective-
ness of finetuned models as compared to the vanilla
OPT model, across three different scales when us-
ing both fewshot prompting with and without ex-
planations. Furthermore, we observe a monotonic
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increase in the performance of each model as we
increase the scale under those two prompting condi-
tion, which indicates a positive correlation between
the model’s capacity and its overall performance.
However, we note that this trend does not apply
to the zeroshot prompting method, since we are
testing out-of-distribution tasks and that the fine-
tuned models were trained with fewshot exemplars
in their context. This leads us to focus only on
the fewshot prompting methods, with and with-
out explanations, for the remaining of our evalu-
ations. Specifically, we investigate the impact of
finetuning the OPT models on reasoning datasets,
as compared to the vanilla OPT model, and explore
the effect of explanations during finetuning and
prompting, both in terms of the reasoning skill.

4.1 Model Performance for Reasoning Skills

The results reported in this and the following sec-
tion are the classification accuracy of each reason-
ing skill across different conditions, such as model
sizes and fewshot prompting methods. Table 2
shows the reasoning skills where either OPT-RE
or OPT-R are significantly better than the vanilla
OPT model, as measured by Welch’s t-test, where
p < 0.05. Conversely, Table 3 show the reason-
ing skills where the vanilla OPT model performs
significantly better than either of its finetuned coun-
terparts.

Skill OPT OPT-R OPT-RE

Numerical 44.8 65.2* 64.7*
Analogical 49.0 62.9* 60.8*
Counting 19.8 13.1 31.3*
Physical 38.2 37.8 49.1*
Entailment 42.6 47.2 51.6*
Social Int 34.1 43.0* 40.1
Objects 54.3 62.6* 59.9*

Table 2: Performance as a function of the reasoning
skills where OPT-RE or OPT-R performs significantly
better than the OPT model as measured by Welch’s t-test
(p < 0.05) denoted by the * symbol. The performance is
measured across Fewshot and Fewshot-E prompting, the
three different scales and tasks under the corresponding
reasoning skill. Best result indicated in bold.

The results reveal that the finetuned variants of
the OPT model demonstrate a significant improve-
ment on seven distinct reasoning skills, with par-
ticular emphasis on the Numerical and Analogical
reasoning tasks. Specifically, for the Mathematical

Skill OPT OPT-R OPT-RE

Argument 57.9 46.1− 48.7−

TE - Deductive 36.0 29.0− 29.4−

Commonsense 33.4 29.7 28.8−

Table 3: Performance as a function of the reasoning
skill where OPT performs significantly better than either
OPT-R or OPT-RE as measured by Welch’s t-test (p <
0.05) denoted by the − symbol. The performance is
measured across Fewshot and Fewshot-E prompting, the
three different scales and tasks under the corresponding
reasoning skill. TE is Textual Entailment.

Counting skill, the OPT-RE variant outperforms
both the OPT-R and OPT models, underscoring
the criticality of incorporating explanations during
the finetuning process for mathematical datasets.
Likewise, the Physical Reasoning tasks exhibit a
similar trend. On the other hand, we can see that
for the Argument, Deductive Textual Entailment
and Commonsense skills the non-finetuned version
outperforms considerably.

4.2 Fine-Grained Skill Analysis

Table 4 shows the classification accuracy results
obtained from the three models, in relation to the
reasoning skill and few-shot prompting method
used. The best accuracy value for each reasoning
skill is indicated in bold, and the cells are shaded
with colors ranging from green to white to indicate
their position in the accuracy spectrum of each rea-
soning skill. The skills with similar performance
across different models are assigned a lighter shade
of green, indicating that their color spectrum ends
earlier than that of other skills where the difference
in performance between models is more significant.
The table is divided into four blocks to distinguish
effects of finetuning and prompting methods on
reasoning skills: the first block showcases skills
where the finetuned (OPT-RE and OPT-R) mod-
els outperform the vanilla OPT model, the second
block highlights skills where OPT-RE has better
accuracy than other models therefore illustrating
the importance of finetuning on explanations on
those skills. The third block displays skills where
OPT outperforms other models showing that fine-
tuning actually hurts performance in this case, and
the fourth block identifies skills where the choice
of model or prompting method has little impact on
the overall performance.
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OPT OPT-R OPT-RE
Skill Fewshot Fewshot-E Fewshot Fewshot-E Fewshot Fewshot-E

Numerical 39.9 49.7 65.1 65.3 64.7 64.8
Analogical 51.9 46.2 63.3 62.5 60.7 60.9
Objects 53.5 55.1 61.4 63.8 60.0 59.7
Social Interactions 33.6 34.7 43.8 42.3 40.2 40.0
Textual Entailment 43.3 42.0 47.1 47.3 51.9 51.2
Grammatical 54.4 55.1 61.2 60.0 62.0 63.1
Multihop 36.6 31.7 38.9 39.9 39.5 37.0
Symbols 44.2 47.2 51.7 51.8 51.9 52.4
Spatial 44.1 47.1 49.8 51.8 49.6 49.2
Social Situations 46.3 46.6 53.2 53.2 51.9 52.3

Counting 19.6 20.0 13.5 12.7 29.8 32.9
Physical 35.8 40.6 36.9 38.8 48.1 50.0
Logical 31.7 33.4 33.7 34.1 36.9 38.4

Temporal 50.7 49.7 43.4 46.5 48.5 38.5
Argument 55.8 60.1 46.3 45.9 48.6 48.8
TE - Deductive 33.7 38.3 27.9 30.1 29.0 29.9
Relational 47.4 51.1 47.6 47.9 44.8 44.6
Commonsense 35.0 31.8 29.8 29.5 28.5 29.2

TE - Analogical 16.3 18.7 18.6 20.7 18.7 18.1
Abductive 33.9 36.1 36.9 34.4 34.2 35.3
Ethics 26.8 25.8 26.5 25.9 26.2 27.6
Deductive 39.4 40.4 39.4 40.4 40.0 41.1
Causal 50.2 50.6 49.1 48.9 50.1 50.5
Scientific 23.4 23.3 24.3 24.5 25.0 24.5
Numerical Commonsense 59.5 59.2 59.0 59.0 59.2 59.4
Strings 60.7 60.7 61.1 61.2 60.7 60.7

Table 4: Classification accuracy results achieved by different models as a function of the reasoning skill and few-shot
prompting method employed. The best accuracy obtained for each reasoning skill is highlighted in bold. The cells
are shaded with colors ranging from green to white to indicate their position in the accuracy spectrum. Reasoning
skills with smaller variance in achieved results are assigned a lighter shade of green to convey the extent of similarity
between models. The first block highlights skills where the finetuned models perform notably better than the vanilla
OPT. The second block emphasizes the skills where OPT-RE outperforms other models. In contrast, the third block
showcases the skills where OPT outperforms the other models. Lastly, the fourth block identifies skills where the
choice of model or prompting method has little impact on the overall performance.

Explanations’ Effect One of the central ques-
tions that we sought to investigate in this study
is the extent to which explanations play a role in
improving the reasoning capabilities of OPT mod-
els during finetuning and prompting. The results
presented in Table 5 suggest that the presence or
absence of explanations in the fewshot examples
employed for prompting does not significantly im-
pact the performance of the model when the model
is finetuned on reasoning datasets. Concretely, in
Table 5, we present the variance of the absolute
accuracy difference for each model across reason-

ing skills by excluding the Temporal skill, which
was identified as an outlier. Specifically, we com-
pute the difference between the two corresponding
columns for each model in Table 4. These values
provide insights into the impact of including ex-
planations during prompting on the performance
of the models. Our findings reveal that the differ-
ence is negligible for OPT-R and OPT-RE models,
suggesting that the choice of prompting method
does not significantly affect the model’s accuracy.
However, for the vanilla OPT model, the differ-
ence is more substantial, emphasizing the impor-
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tance of employing explanations during fewshot
prompting. However, the mean performance of
each model across the distinct fewshot prompting
methods demonstrates a slight yet consistent in-
crease in classification accuracy, from Fewshot to
Fewshot-E (incorporating explanations), as well as
from OPT to OPT-R to OPT-RE models showing
that explanations do have a small effect on perfor-
mance during both finetuning and prompting.

Model Std(|F-FE|) Avg(F) Avg(FE)

OPT 2.31 40.68 41.82
OPT-R 0.84 43.44 43.68
OPT-RE 0.78 44.49 44.86

Table 5: The first column shows the variance of the
absolute difference in accuracy for each model across
different reasoning skills, when using Fewshot (F) and
Fewshot-E (FE) prompting methods. The second and
third columns show the average performance of each
model across each prompting method. Results are ob-
tained after dropping the outlier Temporal skill.

5 Related Work

Reasoning LLMs LLMs have made significant
advancements in the field of NLP and related ar-
eas (Brown et al., 2020; Chowdhery et al., 2022;
Chung et al., 2022), especially with the advent of
the pre-train, prompt, and predict paradigm (Liu
et al., 2021). This paradigm has enabled these
models to solve a multitude of tasks through in-
context fewshot or zeroshot learning using instruc-
tions (Wei et al., 2021b; Iyer et al., 2022). However,
their reasoning abilities have been a subject of de-
bate in recent literature (Huang and Chang, 2022;
AlKhamissi et al., 2022). Several studies suggest
that increasing the size of an LM trained through
the same next-token prediction method can lead to
the emergence of complex behaviors (Wei et al.,
2022a), including reasoning. For instance, some re-
search has demonstrated that sufficiently large LMs
can use chain-of-thought prompting (Wei et al.,
2022b) to simulate human-like reasoning. Other
studies have shown that the addition of a simple
prompt, such as "Let’s think step-by-step" (Ko-
jima et al., 2022) can elicit reasoning abilities in
LLMs by generating explicit reasoning steps be-
fore decoding the final answer. However, some
researchers contend that emulating the human rea-
soning thought process is distinct from claiming
that the model can truly reason (Wei et al., 2022b).

Finetuned LLMs Concurrent studies have fine-
tuned LLMs to follow instructions to improve their
generalization ability to unseen tasks through zero
and fewshot learning (Iyer et al., 2022; Chung et al.,
2022). However, our approach differs in that we
only finetune on a selected number of open-source
datasets that provide explanations for each instance.
This enables us to focus on the importance of expla-
nations during finetuning in the context of reason-
ing skills. While concurrent works, such as (Iyer
et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2022), have experimented
with different prompting methods during finetuning
and inference, our study focuses primarily on eval-
uating the reasoning ability of the finetuned models
across a set of reasoning skills. Other concurrent
studies have explored the impact of finetuning on a
set of held-out reasoning tasks (Yu et al., 2022), but
their evaluation approach, which involves generat-
ing answers, may be influenced by various factors
such as decoding strategy, decoding parameters,
and prompt templates. In contrast, we adopt a rank
classification approach similar to (Brown et al.,
2020), which better captures the reasoning perfor-
mance of the model being evaluated, in addition to
covering a larger number of reasoning skills and
tasks.

6 Conclusion

In this study, we investigated the impact of incorpo-
rating explanations during finetuning and prompt-
ing on three different sizes of the OPT model.
Through a systematic and comprehensive evalu-
ation process that considered three key dimensions,
we found that while explanations did provide a
small improvement in performance, the effect was
not significant when incorporated in the in-context
demonstrations during inference for the finetuned
models. Additionally, our results showed that both
finetuned models exhibited significant improve-
ments in reasoning skills such as Numerical, Ana-
logical and Reasoning on Objects. Moreover, we
demonstrated that skills such as Physical, Count-
ing, and Textual Entailment benefited from incorpo-
rating explanations during the finetuning process.
Overall, our findings provide insights into the im-
pact of incorporating explanations on the reason-
ing capabilities of LLMs and offer guidance on
which reasoning skills would benefit most from
the inclusion and exclusion of explanations during
finetuning and prompting.
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Limitations

While our study provides valuable insights into
the impact of finetuning on reasoning performance
and the role of explanations during finetuning and
prompting with respect to various reasoning skills,
there are several limitations to our work. Firstly,
we only consider a single LLM, OPT, as our base
model. Our results may not generalize to other
LLMs with different architectures or pretraining
objectives. Secondly, we only use a limited set of
reasoning datasets for finetuning due to the limited
availability of open-source datasets with explana-
tions. However, it is possible that our findings
may not hold for models finetuned on larger closed
datasets as usually seen in real-world scenarios.
Thirdly, our experiments only cover a limited range
of model sizes due to limitations in computational
budget, therefore it is possible that our findings may
not hold for much larger models. Finally, we only
consider finetuning using fewshot prompting condi-
tions in our experiments, and it is possible that our
findings may not hold for models finetuned with-
out in-context exemplars. Overall, while our study
provides valuable insights into the impact of fine-
tuning and explanations on reasoning performance,
further research is needed to investigate these fac-
tors across a broader range of models, datasets, and
finetuning strategies.

Ethics Statement

This work is based on analyzing and evaluating
the performance of LLMs on reasoning tasks using
existing public datasets. No personally identifiable
information or sensitive data was collected or used
in this research. We acknowledge the potential
risks of developing LLMs, including their potential
impact on spreading misinformation, generating
unwanted content and the exacerbation of existing
biases in datasets. Our work aims to contribute to
improving the transparency and understanding of
how LLMs can be optimized for specific reasoning
skills. We hope our findings will inspire further
research on developing ethical and responsible ap-
proaches for developing and deploying LLMs.
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Dataset Task Definition Options

AQuA

You are given an algebraic word question. Questions in this task often
requires executing a series of arithmetic operations to obtain a final answer.
You are also given 5 answer options (associated with ’A’, ’B, ’C’, ’D’, ’E’).
Do not generate anything else apart from one of the following characters:
"A", "B", "C", "D", "E" and the corresponding explanation.

-A
-B
-C
-D
-E

CoQA You are given a passage that contains a conversation and a question. The
task is to answer the question and provide an explanation that highlights
the corresponding evidence in the passage.

Free-form text

CoS-E
You are given a passage that contains a sentence and a question. The task
is to answer the question by selecting one of the provided choices.

Select one of
the provided choices

ECQA
You are given a question that requires commonsense reasoning. The task
is to answer the question by selecting one of the provided choices.

Select one of
the provided choices

ESNLI

You will be presented with a premise and a hypothesis sentence. The
task is to determine whether the hypothesis sentence entails (implies),
contradicts (opposes), or is neutral with respect to the given premise
sentence. Please answer with "Contradiction", "Neutral",or "Entailment".

-Contradiction
-Neutral

-Entailment

GSM8K You will be presented with a passage that contains a grade school math
word problem. The task is to answer the question by performing a series
of arithmetic operations to obtain a final answer.

Number

ProofWriter
You are given a sequence of facts and rules followed by a question. The
task is to answer the question using "Yes", "No" or "Unknown".

-Yes
-No

-Unknown

StrategyQA

You are given a sentence and a question. The required reasoning steps are
implicit in the question. The task is to answer the question using "Yes" or
"No" then provide a strategy that explains the answer by decomposing it
into a number of steps.

-Yes
-No

Table 6: Task definition and options used for each of the finetuning reasoning datasets.

A Finetuning Task Definition and Options

Table 6 shows the task definition and options pro-
vided as input to the template shown in Figure 2
during finetuning the OPT models on the reasoning
datasets.
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